How to log in to the conference
Closer to the starting date of the conference, you will receive an email inviting you to access the link to the
conference’s program. You can either directly access the link to the conference program or log in to your
dashboard.

At any time, the conference’s program will be available also through your dashboard.
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When first entering the program, you will be asked to complete your profile badge. We encourage you to
submit a photo, your interests, as well as the links to social media, as this will enable attendees to recognize
and follow you, allowing future network possibilities. You will also be asked to choose if you wish to allow
direct messages and posting to the event chat and if other attendees will be able to see when you are online
during the conference. We highly encourage that you allow and participate in the Chat.

Navigating the conference’s dashboard
The program’s dashboard (1) allows you to navigate the conference. Here, you will find the program itself,
the list of participants (e.g., speakers and keynote speakers), the online poster gallery, as well as the complete
list of attendees. In the program section, you will be able to navigate the desired conference day (2) and to see
the available sessions (3). In the top right corner, just bellow your profile badge, you will see a conversation
balloon, which allows you to access the Chat (4). Finally, you can click on your profile badge to check for
notifications, edit your badge or log out of the conference.
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Navigating the program
Once selected the program on the left panel, you will have access to the program itself. You can select the day
and look at the provided sessions.

From here, you can click on the sessions to see further information, such as the Session Chair and the oral
presentations in the session. If the session has an ongoing broadcast, clicking ‘Access session’ (1) will open a
link to the Zoom room. You can use the Comment section (2) to post comments about the session. If you wish
to see further information on any given oral presentation in the session, you can do that by clicking on the
presentation title (3), which will redirect you to the full abstract (here you can also leave comments regarding
such presentation or subject).
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The Online Poster Gallery
By clicking on the Poster gallery on the left panel, you will have access to all posters.

You can also use the search bar to search for any specific posters easily.

A window will open if you click on any given poster which will give you access to further information on the
poster, such as the poster itself, the video presentation, and the comment section. Here, you can also download
the poster for offline use.
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Scrolling down on any given poster, you will have access to its online presentation, as well as the comment
section. We recommend you use the comment section to interact with the author or to send a direct message.

Accessing the Chat features (direct/group/event)
In the Chat, an orange dot symbolizes available notifications. If you click on the chat bubble, you will be able
to navigate the available chats. On the Event tab, you can send messages for the whole event to see. On the
Direct tab, you can send private messages to any of the attendees. On the Group tab, you can access or create
group chats (e.g., workshop chats, coffee break chats, etc.).

By clicking on the New Chat symbol, you will be able to search the available conference participants and
attendees list, to contact other researchers, co-workers, of create new groups.
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Titles and Participants sections
In the ‘titles’ section, you will have access to all the presenting abstracts (either poster or oral), bookmark
them, see their details, and access any ongoing presentation.
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In the Participants section, you will have access to the list of all authors and co-authors of accepted abstracts,
where you will be able to see the information concerning their affiliations and submissions.
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